
ABOUT DBU
Dallas Baptist University is a private Higher-Ed institution which offers over 80 undergraduate
programs as well as online courses and master's program courses. This year the institution is set to
host over 4,700 students from over 60 countries. DBU is committed to its students and has
therefore looked to AMSA Connect to aid in a transition from an outdated flat file data transfer
system to real time integrations across its ERP systems. DBU is looking for aid in application
tracking and processing time, Salesforce to Colleague API integrations, and an easier UI to keep
track of Coursedog
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AMSA Connect developers have worked to create an automated, real-time data transfer system
across DBU's reporting softwares. In addition, AMSA's team offered consulting to create specific
forums and a toolkit for DBU's IT department in order to meet their individual preferences and
needs. AMSA has created a base from which DBU can continue to customize and scale as
needed.
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Because of AMSA Connect's intuitive solutions, DBU is now more readily prepared to increase new
student admissions for the future, more confident to manage courses for the latest semester, and
poised to make strategic decisions for the future based on real time analytics.

WITH A PERSONALIZED TOOLKIT FROM
AMSA CONNECT, DBU HAS BEEN ABLE

TO OVERCOME THESE PROCESSING AND
DATA OBSTACLES.

GET IN TOUCH:           1-803 546 3174           1095 Kentucky Drive Georgia,USA           www.amsaconnect.com
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